Hogwarts Imminent Closure

Due to recent attacks on students, Hogwarts school of Witchcraft and Wizardry may close down.

Events over the last 7 days at Hogwarts school of Witchcraft and Wizardry have prompted a series of investigations into some attacks, including upon 2 students. All the victims have been petrified (frozen in place). So far only four beings have been attacked in the school corridors: Mrs Norris, the caretaker; Colin Creevy, a first year Gryffindor; Justin Finch-Fletchly and Nearly Headless Nick have all fallen victim to these atrocious crimes. The culprit has not yet been identified and no evidence has been found as to the motives of the attacker.

One of the threatening messages on the wall

IF YOU HAVE ANY INFORMATION REGARDING THIS MYSTERY WE URGE YOU TO COME FORWARD.
13647 332 Wizard Police

Principal's Report

In the wake of the terrible events I warn students to travel together and to take as many precautions as possible and to stay strong.

I have heard the rumour that the school may close down and as much I would love to say that these are false, sadly they are all too real.

Goodbye.

- Albus Dumbledore

Threatening messages daubed on the wall

Threatening graffiti has been scrawled upon the school walls and is proving difficult to remove. The bloody writing threatens muggle-born children and is thought to be written by the same perpetrator that was petrifying victims last week.